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IP-guard: Computer Security Software 

Winning Reasons 

 This product is able to execute network record and catch image immediately. The 

innovation of repaid catching image is obviously leading in this business. 

 Superior functions including 15 modules. All modules are very practical and can be 

combined based on customer’s demands.  

 Aim to Internet IP-control, this product has very high security.  

 It has high market potential in information auditing, data using management, and data 

leakage security field.  

 

Features 

 Rich Features, Powerful Function: IP-guard consists of 15 modules and each module 

can help customers solve certain issues related to computer/network usage.  

 Central Management: IP-guard enables you to centrally control and monitor users’ 

computer usage whenever and wherever you are.  

 Easy to Use: The interface of IP-guard is user-friendly. Administrators can easily set 

any policy to control users’ computer usage without any training.  

 Fast Installation: IP-guard can be installed on your computers in two or three minutes. 

It only requires several hours to be installed on thousands of computers.  

 Stealth Mode: IP-guard agent is running in the background and it is completely 

invisible to users.  

 Complete Activity Record: IP-guard records everything users did on their computers 

and provides detailed logs for managers to learn more about users’ PC usage in 

order to minimize data leakage risks.  

 Unicode and Multi-languages/Safe Mode Support. 

 Terminal/thin-client/VM support: Can provide Screen Capture and computer and 

Internet activity records. 

 Support both PC and the user model management: IP-guard can apply the 

management policy to any specific user/computer.  

 Flexible Time Management: IP-guard can limit users’ specified operation in specified 

time range. For example, IP-guard can block users from accessing Facebook during 

office hours, but can allow them to use Facebook freely during lunch break.   
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